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Abstract: Seasonal and solar cycle dependences of the correlation between auroral

kilometric radiation (AKR) and the auroral electrojet (AE) index have been in-

vestigated based on the plasma wave data obtained by the Akebono satellite. Under

any seasonal and solar activity conditions, a clear correlation has been found between

the AKR power flux and the AE index. The properties of the correlation, however,

vary depending on season and solar activity. AKR power flux increases as about the

+., power of AE index in all seasonal and solar activity conditions. However, even for

the same AE index, AKR power flux during solar minimum is / dB larger than that

during solar maximum. As for the seasonal variations, the AKR power flux in winter

is ,, dB larger than that in summer even for the same AE index. The results suggest

that long-term variations of AKR depend not only on auroral current variations but

also on factors associated with the total energy flux of auroral electrons and the

generation process of AKR.
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+. Introduction

It is widely known that auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) is closely correlated

with auroral phenomena. The coincidence of AKR enhancement and discrete aurora

appearance was pointed out by Gurnett (+31.). Voots et al. (+311) showed close

correlation between AKR power flux and auroral electrojet (AE) index and proposed to

use the AKR power flux as a reliable indicator of geomagnetic disturbances. The idea

was developed by studies on “AKR index” (Murata et al., +331; Kurth et al., +332;
Kurth and Gurnett, +332). In these studies, the averaged power flux of AKR in

frequency range from /* kHz to 2** kHz was defined as the AKR index and its

correlation with Kp and Dst indices were investigated. Furthermore, the AKR index

was also used for identification of the substorm onset in order to discuss the dynamics

of plasmoids in the geomagnetic tail (Slavin et al., +33-; Murata et al., +33/).
It has also come to be known that AKR depends not only on geomagnetic

conditions but also on seasonal and solar activity conditions. Seasonal variation of

AKR is found by statistical studies of long-term plasma wave data obtained by the
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Geotail spacecraft and the Akebono (EXOS-D) satellite (Kasaba et al., +331; Kuma-
moto and Oya, +332; Kumamoto et al., ,**+). Based on the +--years of plasma wave
data obtained by the Akebono satellite, a solar cycle dependence of AKR was also

discovered (Kumamoto et al., ,**-a, b). Consistent results were reported based on the

statistical analyses of Polar/IMAGE plasma wave datasets (Green et al., ,**.). The

conditions of the polar ionosphere are likely to be a main control factor of AKR

seasonal and solar cycle variations. However, control mechanisms have not been

clarified and remain controversial.

In previous studies on AKR index, the seasonal and solar cycle e#ects on AKR
were not taken into account, as pointed out by Green et al. (,**.). The main purpose

of this study is, therefore, to clarify the seasonal and solar cycle e#ects on the correlation
between AKR power flux and AE index by using plasma wave data obtained by the

Akebono satellite, and to discuss control factors of AKR seasonal and solar cycle

variations.

,. Datasets and methods of analysis

AKR power fluxes were derived from high gain and medium gain plasma wave

datasets obtained by the plasma waves and sounder (PWS) instrument onboard the

Akebono satellite. The instrumentations of the PWS were precisely described by Oya

et al. (+33*). AE indices were provided by World Data Center (WDC) for Geo-

magnetism, Kyoto. Simultaneous AE indices are available for AKR power flux data in

a period from +33* to +33/. However, it should be noted that the AE index in the

period is not final but the provisional one.

In order to investigate seasonal and solar activity dependences of correlations

between AKR power flux and AE index, datasets were divided into four groups:

Datasets (+) in northern summer during solar maximum, (,) in northern winter during
solar maximum, (-) in northern summer during solar minimum, and (.) in northern
winter during solar minimum. In this study, summer and winter were defined as three

months around the solstice for the northern hemisphere. The period from +33* to
+33+, and the period from +33. to +33/ were defined as solar maximum and solar

minimum, respectively.

The AKR power flux was determined by averaging S-* RE, normalized power flux at

-* RE, in frequency range from ,/* kHz to 2** kHz for +min:

SAKR�t��
+

+min�
t�+min

t

�
�

+
//* kHz�

2** kHz

,/* kHz
S-* RE� f�t�df��dt�� (+)

Normalized power flux S-* RE was obtained by

S-* RE� f�t����
rsat�t��r �t�

-* RE

�
�

,

Ssat� f�t��f�fce
(,)

where Ssat, rsat and rf�fce respectively indicate wave power flux at the satellite, geocentric

distance of the satellite, and the location at which wave frequency f equals the local

electron cyclotron frequency fce. In order to avoid plasma wave data out of the
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dynamic range of the PWS in high gain observation mode, only plasma wave data within

a power flux range from -�+*�+1 to +�+*�+- Wm�,Hz�+ at the satellite were utilized

for the calculations. As for the period from +33* to +33+, the medium gain plasma
wave data, whose dynamic range is from -�+*�+/ to +�+*�++ Wm�,Hz�+, are also

available. However, the amount of the medium gain plasma wave data is much smaller

than that of the high gain plasma wave data in the same period. Assuming that AKR

is generated near the electron cyclotron frequency at the source and propagates upward,

AKR can not be observed below the electron cyclotron frequency at the satellite. In

order to determine the AKR power fluxes based on the entire AKR spectrum in the

frequency range from ,/* to 2** kHz, whose sources are located within a geocentric
distance of +.2/ RE, plasma wave data obtained within a geocentric distance of , RE,

were excluded from the analysis. It is also known that AKR mainly occurs in auroral

regions in the evening sector (Gurnett, +31.). It should be also considered that AE

index is determined by geomagnetic variations observed in the northern polar region.

Therefore, only AKR power fluxes obtained in the northern polar area with an invariant

latitude range from 1* to 1/ degrees and with a magnetic local time (MLT) range from
,,** to ,.** were utilized for the analysis.

-. Results

Correlations between the AE index and the normalized AKR power flux, SAKR, in

the four seasonal and solar activity cases, which are derived from high gain plasma wave

datasets, are shown in Figs. +�.. In each figure, upper panel and lower panel respec-

tively show scatter plot and occurrence time plot of normalized AKR power flux as a

function of AE index. Saturation limits of normalized AKR power flux are indicated

in the right side of the scatter plot. It should be noted that they depend on the distance

between AKR sources and the satellite, which is larger than *.+/ RE in this analysis

because AKR sources in a frequency range above ,/* kHz is located within +.2/ RE and

plasma wave data observed within ,.* RE are excluded from the analysis. Although the

data points are very scattered, we can see the positive correlation between AKR power

flux and AE index. In order to investigate seasonal and solar cycle dependence of the

correlations, the data points are fitted to log+* SAKR�a log+* AE�b by least mean square

(LMS) method. The determined parameters are shown in Table +. Due to scattered

property of datasets, correlation coe$cients are about /*� or lower in all cases. The

fitted lines are also indicated in Figs. +�. and summarized in Fig. 0. In summer, AKR

power flux increases as about +., power of AE index both during solar maximum and
during minimum. However, even for the same AE index, AKR power flux during solar

minimum is / dB larger than that during solar maximum. In winter, AKR power flux

increases as about +.* or less power of AE index. However, it should be noted that

considerable portion of winter AKR data were excluded from the analysis because they

are beyond the saturation level. Due to lack of those data, the slopes of the fitted line

can be smaller than it would be if there were no saturation limit. In order to avoid

saturation limit e#ects, plasma wave data obtained by medium gain observation were
also utilized for the analysis.

Correlation between the AE index and the normalized AKR power flux in winter
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during solar maximum, which is derived from medium gain plasma wave dataset

obtained in the period from +33* to +33+, is shown in Fig. /. Saturation level of

medium gain observation is ,* dB larger than those of high gain observation. There-

fore, the main portion of winter AKR data can be included in the analysis. Fitted line

is shown in Fig. / by solid line, and also in Fig. , by broken line. In winter during solar

maximum, normalized AKR power flux increases about +., power of AE index, which

is quite similar to the summer case. During solar maximum, normalized AKR power

flux in winter is ,, dB larger than that in summer even for the same AE index.

.. Discussion and conclusions

The results indicated in the previous section clearly suggest that there is a correla-

tion between AKR power flux and AE index in all seasonal and solar activity cases.

However the properties of the correlation change depending on season and solar

activity. Thus, AKR index proposed in the previous studies should be corrected if it is

Fig. +. Scatter plot (a) and occurrence time plot (b) of the normalized AKR power flux

as a function of AE index in summer during solar maximum. Normalized

AKR power flux and its occurrence time were derived from high gain plasma

wave dataset. Fitted line is also indicated by solid line.
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used under di#erent seasonal and solar activity conditions. Even for the same AE

index, there are / dB di#erence between AKR power fluxes during solar maximum and

during solar minimum and ,, dB di#erence between those in the summer and winter

polar regions. In the present study, the normalized AKR power flux in winter derived

from high gain plasma wave dataset seems to be underestimated due to e#ects by

saturation limit. As for the winter case, the normalized AKR power flux derived from

medium gain plasma wave dataset are more reliable than that based on high gain plasma

wave dataset.

The AE index were originally defined by Davis and Sugiura (+300) as an indicator

of global electrojet activity in the auroral zone. The AE index is derived from

geomagnetic variations in the H (horizontal) component observed at selected stations

distributed along the auroral zone in the northern hemisphere. The higher and lower

envelopes of the H-component perturbation are defined as the AU and AL index. The

AE index is determined by AE�AU�AL. The AE index from +* to +*** nT corre-

Fig. ,. Scatter plot (a) and occurrence time plot (b) of normalized AKR power flux as

a function of AE index in winter during solar maximum. Normalized AKR

power flux and its occurrence time were derived from high gain plasma wave

dataset. Fitted lines based on high gain and medium gain plasma wave

datasets are also indicated by solid line and broken line, respectively.
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sponds to the current in a range from +*. to +*0 A in the ionosphere. Based on recent

statistical studies on long-term variations of the AE index, it has been reported that the

AE index during solar minimum is larger than that during solar maximum (Fres Saba

et al., +331; Ahn and Moon, ,**-), which are consistent with the results shown in the

present study. On the other hand, based on statistical analysis on annual variation of

the AE index, it has been also reported that the AE index increases around the equinox

(Lyatsky et al., ,**+; Benkevitch et al., ,**,). Focusing on the deference between

correlations of summer and winter AKR with the AE index, the equinoctial period data

were not included into the analyses in the present study. Therefore, the issue on the

equinoctial maximum of the AE index and e#ects on AKR variations are deferred to the

future works.

Based on the plasma wave datasets obtained by Imp 0, it has been reported by Voots

et al. (+311) that correlation between AKR power flux and AE index is given by

log+* SAKR�+., log+* AE�+3 �AE�+** nT�� (-)
log+* SAKR�, log+* AE�,*./ �AE�+** nT�. (.)

These correlations are within fitted lines determined in the present study in summer and

winter during solar maximum cases, which is probably because the dataset used by Voots

Fig. -. Same as Fig. + but for in summer during solar minimum.
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et al. (+311) covers autumn and winter during solar maximum. In our results,
however, it was di$cult to find another slope in AE index range below +** nT by the
LMS method.

Lyons et al. (+313) found an empirical relation between the total energy flux of
auroral electrons Etot and the field aligned potential V, which is given by

Etot�a�V ,� (/)

It was also shown by Fridman and Lamaire (+32*) that the parameter a is given by

a�Ne,M

e,

�,pme�+�,
�E*��+�,

E*�
� (0)

where e, me, Ne, M, E*�, and E*� are charge and mass of electron, number density of hot

electrons in the magnetospheric source region such as plasmasheeet, and thermal energy

parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field, respectively. Assuming a proportional

relation between auroral current and field aligned potential drop as shown by Knight

(+31-), auroral current is given by

I�Ne evTe,�
eV

Te,�
�KV� (1)

Fig. .. Same as Fig. + but for in winter during solar minimum.
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Fig. /. Same as Fig. + but for in winter during solar maximum and from

medium gain plasma wave dataset.

Fig. 0. Seasonal and solar activity dependences of fitted lines for correlations of normalized AKR

power flux with AE index. The lines labeled S-Max(H), W-Max(H), S-Min(H), W-Min(H),

and W-Max(M) indicated fitted lines for correlations in summer during solar maximum, in

winter during solar maximum, in summer during solar minimum, in winter during solar

minimum derived from high gain plasma wave datasets, and in winter during solar maximum

derived from medium gain plasma wave dataset, respectively.
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where Ne, vTe,�and Te,� respectively indicates electron number density, electron thermal

velocity parallel to the magnetic field and electron temperature perpendicular to the

magnetic field around the field-aligned potential drops in the auroral regions. Using

eqs. (/) and (1), AKR power flux SAKR is given by

SAKR�bEtot�b
a

K, I g� (2)

where g�,, and b indicates energy conversion e$ciency from auroral electrons to

AKR. However, as for SAKR obtained in this study and in Voots et al. (+311), g is �+.,.
This discrepancy is probably caused not by the change of g itself but by the changes of

other parameter such as b and a. It is possible that b become small due to some

nonlinear saturation mechanisms as the energy flux of auroral electrons increase, as

discussed by Voots et al. (+311). In addition, it is also inferred that auroral electron

precipitation causes loss of hot plasma sources in the magnetosphere, due to which a can

decrease. Ono and Morishima (+33.) reported some observational results, in which

the apparent g is less than ,. This is probably because a decreases as I increases.

In this study, seasonal and solar cycle dependences of the correlation between AKR

power flux and the AE index have been clarified based on the long-term datasets. They

are probably attributed to the change of b/K, caused by seasonal and solar cycle

variations in the ionosphere. K depends on ambient electron density and temperature

in an altitude range of several km, where field-aligned potential drops and AKR sources

are generated. Even for the same field aligned potentials, or AKR power flux, auroral

current varies depending on K. In summer or during solar maximum, SAKR can de-

crease due to an increase of K. In this condition, ambient cold plasma in AKR sources

becomes dense due to upwelling plasma from the ionosphere. Assuming that AKR is

generated via the cyclotron maser instability (CMI) process, b is also inferred to be

small in a dense cold plasma (Wu and Lee, +313; Hewitt et al., +32,).
In this study, AKR power flux clearly depends on the AE index under any seasonal

and solar cycle conditions. Therefore, AKR index without seasonal and solar activity

correction is su$ciently useful for the purposes such as identification of substorm onsets.

However, it should be noted that long-term variations of the AE and AKR indices are

Table +. Seasonal and solar activity dependences of least mean square (LMS) fitting parameter a

and b for correlation of AKR power flux with AE index. sa , sb , R and N indicate the

standard deviations of a and b, correlation coe$cient, and data number, respectively.

Dataset Conditions
log+* SAKR�a log+* AE�b

ā sa b“ sb R N

Gain-H Solar

Max.

Summer

Winter

+4*30
*4*02

*4*..
*4*-+

�,*4.*2

�+24+30
*4*31
*4*02

*4.3.
*4,11

+3.3
.123

Solar

Min.

Summer

Winter

+4,*1
*430*

*4*0,
*4*-3

�+342/2

�+24/-,
*4+-/
*4*1.

*4.+,
*4/+0

+22.
+0/*

Gain-M Solar

Max.

Winter +4+/. *4++2 �+24+1- *4,20 *4.1, --1
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di#erent due to the seasonal and solar activity dependence of b and K, which is probably

caused by variations in the ionosphere. More quantitative investigation of these

control factors will be needed for understanding long-term variations of AKR power

flux and wide application of the AKR index.
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